
   

Upper Midwest Area Kitemaking Event 
March 2, 3 & 4, 2018 

 KITES AND KAMARADERIE 

Usually the first weekend in 

March….starts Friday evening, and 

extends to Sunday at 4PM. Registration 

includes lodging (Dorm Rooms) Friday 

and Saturday nights, and food from Friday 

Evening to Sunday Lunch.   

A mix of kite related classes will be 

available, both sew and no sew.  Classes 

will begin Friday evening, held at Lorado 

Taft Field Campus Oregon, IL  

Our instructors and projects, in 

alphabetical order, are: 

Teacher Project   Teacher Project 
Barbara Meyer Dynamic Delta   Ken McNeill Threading Party 

Bill Watson Line Bag   Linda Sanders Aussie Birds (Full Size) 

Charm Lindner 
Figment….of your 

imagination   
Linda Sanders Aussie Birds (Small) 

Dan Kurahashi 3D Heat Seal   Linda Sanders Aussie Plumes (Small) 

Dan Kurahashi Invader Kite Train 
  

Linda Sanders 
Designs Made Easy 

(Lecture) 

Dan Kurahashi 
Printed Mini Japanese 

Kites   
Linda Sanders Unique Design Challenge 

Donna Schenk Rhomboid Box Kite   Ron Lindner Mylar Fighter 

Gary Maynard & George 
Wright 

Kite Talks Made Easy 
  

Ryan Larkey Pauly Berard Eddy Train 

Gary Maynard & George 
Wright 

Snack Blaster 
  

Scott Hampton Paint the Sky! 

Ken McNeill Open Studio   Scott Hampton Tie Dye Mini Kite 

Ken McNeill The Vixen     

Upper Midwest Area Kitemaking Event   www.u-make.org 
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Join us at U-MAKE March 2-4, 2018! 

Complete Instructor and Project info at www.u-make.org   

Barbara Meyer, Maple Grove, MN 

Although Barbara Meyer is a local kitemaker, she has an international reputation. Her 

personal kites tend toward the elaborate with multiple patterns and colors, many based 

upon quilting theory.     

SEW PROJECT 

Dynamic Delta 

Join Barbara Meyer making 

this large delta---5.5 tall and 

11 foot wide--that still packs 

down for airline travel.  The 

center spar is totally 

enclosed in a tunnel as are the wing spars.  This kite needs not bridle adjustments and flies 

on 100# line.    

 

Bill Watson, Hillard, OH  

Bill Watson will be joining us as a first time instructor, but he is an accomplished kitemaker 

and kite flier!  Bill has won ribbons and trophies for handcrafted 

kitemaking competitions.    

SEW PROJECT Line Bag Bill Watson will be 

giving us a great beginner project to help us pack our kites more 

efficiently.  Learn how to make a line bag and get rid of your twisted kite 

lines.  Bagged lines do not tangle or twist.  
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Charm Lindner, High Ridge, MO  

Take a class from a recipient of the Robert Ingraham Award--one of the highest honors the 

American Kitefliers Association awards!  Charm is an award winning artist in the St. Louis 

area.  Join Charm for a great class!    

NO SEW PROJECT 

Figment…. 

of your imagination  

A fun class that YOU decide how it 

is to look.  Make this whimsical kite 

starting with a basic body and you 

will be adding all the unique details that will make you smile! 

   

Dan Kurahashi, Burnaby, BC, Canada  Good Looking 

Dan is a world recognized master at bamboo and heat seal.  Take advantage of Dan's 

knowledge!  Dan is presenting three different classes....one that will introduce you to 

bamboo, and two different classes that will teach you the basics of plastic welding.  Plastic 

is a great medium that, if done correctly, can make kites and projects that can last years.  

Dan has done numerous workshops 

around the world 

NO SEW PROJECT 

Printed Mini Japanese 

Kites  Join Dan in learning bamboo.  

You will pick up to three preprinted kite 

skins and learn the basics of splitting 

bamboo and sparing small kites.   
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  NO SEW PROJECT 

Invader Kite Train  The 

secret to welding plastics is to heat up 

the plastic above the melting point but 

below the cutting point.  Different types 

of plastics will be discussed (HDPE, 

LDPE, PET, PP and PVC) and their 

various melting points.  Dan will quickly 

lead you though the 

steps to make great 

looking and long 

lasting kites.  Make this great kite train consisting of 24 kites making a 

train up to 150' long.   

  

NO SEW PROJECT 

3D Box Kite  The secret 

to welding plastics is to heat up the 

plastic above the melting point but 

below the cutting point.  Different 

types of plastics will be discussed 

(HDPE, LDPE, PET, PP and PVC) 

and their various melting points.  

Dan will quickly lead you though the 

steps to make great looking and 

long lasting kites.  This 3D Peter 

Lynn Cellular Box Kite is a great low 

to medium wind kite.   
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Donna Schenk, Jefferson, WI  Donna Schenk, also known as 

"Mrs. Kite Lady," is an accomplished teacher giving you a great platform of knowledge to 

jump start your kitemaking career.      

SEW PROJECT Rhomboid Box 

Kite   

This great box kite is 36 inches high by 36 inches wide 

which gives you a huge impact in the sky.  Donna will 

show you lots of techniques you can apply to other 

projects including a checkerboard accent.   

SUGGESTION:  Consider picking up your fabric pieces 

early and spray painting them in Scott Hampton's Paint 

The Sky! class!   

 

SEW PROJECT/LECTURE Threading Party with 

Donna Schenk and Ken McNeill Start out the weekend right with 

this great class with both Ken and Donna explaining and demonstrating basic techniques of 

great kitemaking.  

Donna will help you 

correctly tension 

your sewing machine 

to sew ripstop and 

both she and Ken 

will discuss and 

demonstrate 

methods of 

hemming, joining 

panels and other 

great techniques to 

make your project look professional.      
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Gary Maynard and George Wright  Ferndale, MI 

& Granger, IN  Join two of the Windjammers Kite Team Kite Team in two 

different No Sew Classes.  Gary and George have decades of kite experience each.  Add 

them together and you have a party! 

 

NO SEW LECTURE 

Kite Talks Made Easy  
Gary and George demystify kite talks and 

demonstrations.  Learn the basics to be 

confident in presenting information in front 

of groups and take away the beginnings of 

some electronic basics to start educating 

your community.     

 

 

NO SEW PROJECT  

Snack Blaster  Gary Maynard and 

George Wright have combined forces to develop 

a great cannon to launch candy (or shirts) at any 

kite festival.  This compact Snack Blaster uses a 

standard bicycle tire pump for propulsion to 

launch its payload into the sky.  Easy to transport, 

this is just the item to include in your kite bag!  
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Ken McNeill, Lenoir, NC  Ken McNeill (www.kmacfab.com) is a self-

described "kite geek", who's spent the last 25+ years as a designer and maker of high 

performance aerial art. That includes a stint as maker and breaker of carbon fiber tubes and 

rods as product manager for Avia Sport Composites.  Most of the first 20 years was devoted 

to sport kites, first as Aerie Kiteworks, and more recently, as Blue Moon Kites. It's been his 

pleasure to build several thousand kites for Ken's friends around the world, as well as see 

more than a few of those friends fly his kites to regional and national championships.    

SEW PROJECT/LECTURE Threading Party with 

Donna Schenk and Ken McNeill Start out the weekend right with 

this great class with both Ken and Donna explaining and demonstrating basic techniques of 

great kitemaking.  Donna will help you correctly tension your sewing machine to sew ripstop 

and both she and Ken will discuss and demonstrate methods of hemming, joining panels 

and other great techniques to make your project look professional.   

http://www.kmacfab.com/
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This kite is NOT the Vixen, our original 

U-MAKE project kite, but the Vixen 

may incorporate the front wing 

section.  The tail section will be very 

different.   

SEW PROJECT The Vixen The Vixen is what I'm calling a 

"compound" kite, with a tensioned and 3D shaped front wing, and a stressed member tail 

section. I've done a couple iterations of the wing, and I'm pretty happy with it. I'm pleased 

with size, form 

and shaping. 

Still a couple 

wrinkles to work 

out in the 

patterns, but I 

think it's going 

to look great in 

the sky, as well 

as perform very 

well. 

Still trying to 

narrow down 

what to do with 

the tail section, 

but I've got 

several solid ideas. Of course, the one I'm most 

attracted to is the one that I'm least confident will work. 

But, isn't that the kind of thing that keeps it interesting? 

I will be providing pre-cut sails, frames and all misc. hardware materials. The sails are two 

colors, the majority being white, with accents chosen by you from a palette of available 

colors to be provided later.    .....by Ken McNeill    

 

SEW or NO SEW PROJECT Open Studio Join Ken in 

the workshop in this half day class to work on ANY project with the ability to ask Ken 

questions, or just drop in for a few minutes to speak to Ken about any kite related subject.   
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Linda Sanders, Willunga, South 

Australia   Linda Sanders, owner and designer of OzFeathers 

(www.ozfeathers.com.au) is a professional banner maker marketing her 

designs around the world.  Linda will break down how she makes her 

banners.  The technique Linda uses is best described as “fabric leadlight” or 

"fabric mosaic", and the process is quite unlike kite-makers' appliqué.  No 

back-cutting, no double-sided tape, and no slippery ripstop nylon to battle 

with. Starting with the full-sized pattern, flag nylon is hot-welded together before the welds 

are carefully zigzag sewn firmly together.  Linda will offer two (2) single day classes 

enabling participants to sign up for any of her projects for either Saturday or Sunday, or 

enroll for both sessions to enjoy the full Aussie experience!  

All banners use Linda's "fabric leadlight" technique.  Aussie Bird banners are a realistic 

representation of Australian birds.  Several color combinations will be available for choice.  

 

SEW PROJECT 

Aussie Birds (Small) 

 

All banners use Linda's "fabric leadlight" technique.  

Small banners will be 1'8" wide and 9'3" tall fitting on 

either a 13' telescoping pole with the top section 

removed, or a 10' pole.  Aussie Bird banners are a 

realistic representation of Australian birds.  Several color combinations will be available.    

  

http://www.ozfeathers.com.au/
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 SEW PROJECT Aussie Birds 

(Full Size)  All banners use Linda's "fabric leadlight" 

technique.  Full size banners will be 2'6" wide and 14'6" tall fitting 

on a 16' telescoping pole.  Aussie Bird banners are a realistic 

representation of Australian birds.  Several color combinations will 

be available.     

 

 

SEW PROJECT Aussie Plumes (Small)  All 

banners use Linda's "fabric leadlight" technique.  Small banners will be 1'8" 

wide and 9'3" tall fitting  on either a 13' telescoping pole with the top 

section removed, or a 10' pole.  Aussie Plume banners will have several 

color combinations available.     

 

SEW PROJECT Unique Design Challenge  
This class merges YOUR DESIGN IDEA with Linda Sander's design skills. 

 This project will be start with your photo(s) or design idea.  Linda will take 

your ideas and give you several  options to implement your vision.  Once 

your design is approved, Linda will custom cut each piece and bring your 

unique banner for you to assemble under her tutelage.  You must enroll in 

at least one day's session if you want to take advantage of the Unique 

Design Challenge! Full size banners will be 2'6" wide and 14'6" tall fitting 

on a 16' telescoping pole.  Pole will not be provided.     
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Linda Sanders  

 

SAT NIGHT LECTURE  

  

Designs Made Easy Attend 

this great lecture by Linda  Sanders as she 

breaks down the elements that will make 

your designs stand out!  Learn the same 

techniques that make OzFeathers designs 

so distinctive around the world!   

 

 

Ron Lindner High Ridge, MO  

Take a class from a recipient of the Robert Ingraham Award--one of the highest honors the 

American Kitefliers Association awards!  Ron has a vast knowledge of kites and can cut to 

the pertinent parts of any kite assembly making 

your class fun!    

NO SEW PROJECT Mylar 

Fighter  Learn how to make a great Mylar 

fighter with Ron Lindner.  Ron will go over 

several great no sew techniques to help you in 

this project and others.  
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Ryan Larkey Liberty, MO Ryan 

Larkey is the design genius behind Team Larkey.  Take a class 

from Ryan and enjoy the easy assembly.         

NO SEW PROJECT Pauly Berard 

Eddy Train  Build this great stack that combines a 

project taught by Pauly Berard (Thanks Pauly!) with some 

assembly techniques taught by Mitch Cordover.  Combined, this 

is a great No Sew Project that is a valuable add to your kite bag 

for indoor flys.  Attached to a telescoping pole, even the most awkward indoor kite flyer can 

look graceful flying a 3 stack train of these eddies!   

 

Scott Hampton Sandy, UT Scott 

Hampton has been providing the kite world with his art 
for many years. His banners and kites are distinctive 
with their bright colors and original graphics. He has 
become an expert in the use of Design Master Paints 
on ripstop nylon that allows him to make full use of color 
gradients. He is always willing to share his techniques 
with others. When traveling abroad to festivals he is 

fully committed to his display presentation and always ready to answer questions about his 
work. 

His works are in private collections and authorized reproductions of his works have been 
sold in large retailers around the world. 

He can be found creating new designs in his kite cave and occasionally at kite festivals 
showing off his newest creations on the canvas in the sky. 
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NO SEW PROJECT  

Tie Dye Mini Kite 
Presented by Scott Hampton, join us using 
diffusion paper (coffee filter) and markers 
create an unique one of a kind design to 
use building several 3” Charlie Sotich Mini 
Kites.  Make one or a dozen of these great 
kites.    

Warning: this workshop promotes happiness and a sense of well being.  

SEW/NO SEW PROJECT 

Paint the Sky! Scott Hampton will show 

you how to use Design Master Paints to decorate 
ripstop nylon.  Learn Scott's latest techniques (not 

taught anywhere yet!) and methods for 
painting on ripstop nylon! 

Learn spraying, over spraying, resist 
painting, textures, shading, crinkle fabric, 
and other techniques that Scott has 
developed.  Scott will present this class 
three times.  Participants can use some 
of their painted fabric to make a sled kite.   

More info on instructors 

and projects can be found 

at www.u-make.org 


